Abstract. In this note we present a sketch of a negative solution of the Michael's conjecture which says that if the product Y X X is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y, then Y X X" is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y.
Introduction. It is known that if y is a hereditarily Lindelöf space and A' is a separable metric space or a Lindelöf which is, complete in the sense of Cech, or a scattered Lindelöf space, then the product Y X X" is Lindelöf. The first theorem is due to E. Michael, the second one to Frolik (see [F] ) and the third one to the author (see [ALJ) (see also [T] ). I think that these results were the motivation of Michael's conjecture which says that if Y X X is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y then Y X X" is Lindelöf for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y. In this note we are going to present the sketch of the proof that the answer to the Michael's conjecture is negative. The complete proof will appear in [AL3] .
Let us recall that a subset of the Cantor set is analytic if it is an image of the irrational numbers and a subset of the Cantor set is coanalytic if it is a complement of an analytic set.
Examples.
Example 1. There exists Z such that for every natural number n and for every hereditarily Lindelöf space Y the product Y X Z" is Lindelöf but Z" is not.
Example 2. Let M be a coanalytic subset of the Cantor set which is not a Borel set. Then there is a space X such that, for every Lindelöf space Y and every natural number n, the products Y X X" and X" are Lindelöf but M X Xa is not.
It is easy to see that in order to obtain Example 1, it is enough to put Z = M X X, where M and X are from Example 2.
Terminology and notation. Our topological terminology follows [E] . Let us recall that A" is a P-space if every Gs-subset of X is open. The symbol N stands for the set of natural numbers and D -{0,1} for the two-point discrete space. Greek letters are used to denote ordinal numbers, in particular co stands for the first infinite ordinal number and to, for the first uncountable ordinal number. The symbol D" stands for the Cantor set and B(i0,.. .,/'"), where ik for 0 < k < n is an element of D, denotes the set {/0} X {/,} X ■ • • X{/"} X D X D X • • •. If a is an ordinal number then we shall identify it with the set of ordinal numbers less than a. If A is a set then the symbol | A | stands for the cardinality of A.
Auxiliary lemmas. In this section we are going to formulate some lemmas. Their proofs will appear in [AL3] . Lemma 1. If Nk = N X [k] for k E D, h: N0® TV, -» D is a mapping such that h(Nk) = k, and B is an analytic subset of the Cantor set, then there is a closed subset Bx of(N0®Nx)u such that f= hu\Bx is a mapping from Bx onto B.
Let us attach to every limit countable ordinal number a a monotonically increasing sequence (a(n))^=x of nonlimit ordinal numbers which converges to a in the order topology of «,. Let us put A = {a E Z)"1: | a~x(l) |< w} U {aa E D"<: a is a limit ordinal number less than co,£ and a~'(l) = {«(aj) : a¡ e N). The topology on A is induced by the sets of the form B(a, ß) = {b E A : b \ ß + 1 = a | ß + 1}.
Lemma 2. The sapee A is Lindelöf.
The proof of Lemma 2 appeared in [P] (see also [AL3] ).
Lemma 3. If ß is a countable ordinal not less than w, then there is one-to-one function hß: N -» ß from N onto ß such that for every limit ordinal number a not greater then ß there are subsequences of natural numbers ( n k )"=, and ( sk )f=, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a)hß(nt) = a(s«k),forkEN, (h) for every k E N and for every i < nak, if hß(i) < a then hß(i) < ot(sk).
The sequence (a(s£))k°=x is a subsequence of (ö(aj))^=i, where (a(n))™=x was defined in connection with Lemma 2.
Write B = DU\M, with M from Example 2, p = (p(0),...,p(n -I)) E (N0®Nx)n, for« E N, and put
and Z(p) =H(p)D", where/and B are from Lemma 1 and the closure operation is taken with respect to the topology of the Cantor set.
Lemma 4. If p E (N0 © TV,)" and Z(p\n) is not empty, for n E N, then H {Z(p\n):n EN) =f(p) E B.
Lemma 4 follows from the fact that Bx is a closed subset of (7Y0 © Nx)u.
In the sequel we shall need the following notation. Let us put, for n E N, H" = {H(p) :PE(N0® TV,)" and H(p) is not empty}, P"={pE (N0 © TV,)":
Construction of the spaces X and M from Example 2. Write A = {ax:ÀG{-l}U co,}, where 0, ifX = -l, <xe + u>, if A = e + 1, sup{ag: 6 <X}, if À is a limit ordinal.
If A = 6 + 1, then put ax(n) -ae + n (or n E N. If X is a limit ordinal then let us attach to its a monotonically increasing sequence (X(n))™=x of nonlimit ordinal numbers converging to X in to, and put ax(n) = aX(/1) + 1. Let us put A' -[a E D"<:\a-l(l)\<co) U [aax E Du< : ax E A and 0^(1) = {c.x(a¡): n EN}}. Now let us consider A' with the topology induced by GÄ-subsets of the Tychonov product Du>. Then, according to Lemma 2, A' is a Lindelöf space. Put X = A'0 © A\, where A'Q and A\ are copies of A'. Notice that X is a Lindelöf P-space, so by Noble's theorem (see [N] ), the product I" is Lindelöf. From the fact that X is a Lindelöf P-space, it follows very easily that for every Lindelöf space Y and a7 G N the product Y X X" has the Lindelöf property.
The description of an uncountable subset L of M X Xa without points of condensation is the difficult part of the construction of Example 2. If m = (m(n))™=0 is an element of Du, then put Xm = ^=0A'm{n). Let us notice that P= U [(m) X X",:m EM} is a closed subset of M X Xu. It is enough to define an uncountable set L = {lx : \ E (-1} U cox} where lx -(mx, xx), mx E M, xxE Xmx and mx =£ mß, for X ¥= ß, without points of condensation in P. The set L will be defined by transfinite induction with respect to À G {-1} U ux.
U x E X then there is r(x) E D such that x G A'r(x). Ifx = (x(0),.. .,x(n -1)) G X" for n EN, then r(x) = (r(x(0)).r(x(n -1))). The symbols a°x and axa¡, for À < to,, will denote elements of A'0 and A\ respectively which correspond to aa^ oí A', and the set B(x) for x E X", stands for the subset of D" which is equal to B(r(x(0)),.. .,r(x(n -1))). If 0 < ß < to, then A\ | ß denotes the projection of A], for / = 0, 1, onto the first ß-coordinates. Let us put X \ ß = A'0 \ ß © A\ \ ß. If x E X then x | ß stands for an element of A'r{x) \ ß which is the projection of x onto the first -coordinates. If x -(x(0),.. .,x(n -1)) G X", where n E N, then x\ß = (x(0) | ß,...,x(n -1)|)3) and Xn\ß = (X\ß)". If ai G N and x E Xk, for k > n, or x E X" then x\n -(x(0),.. .,x(n -1)). In order to simplify the notation we shall identify ak^ with ak \ ay for y > X and k E D. Notice that (akJ'x(l) is a subset of ax. If x E X and x I ax = ak \ax then x = ak .
In every step of induction we shall also define some conditions which will restrict our freedom of choice of the elements of L in the consecutive steps of induction. In the sequel these conditions will be called restrictions. The restrictions defined in the steps preceding the y-step will ensure that every point (m,(x(n))™=x) of M X X", where m E M and x(n) is not an element of {a°a , axa } for n < to, will not be a point of condensation of L. Notice that from the last fact it will follow that L will not have points of condensation in M X Xu. Indeed, if (m, x) belongs to M X X", then there is y in to, such that x(n) does not belong to {a° , axa } for ai less than u, so (m, x) will not be a point of condensation of L. The role of restrictions will be played by compact sets. From our point of view it will be important only that these sets will be Borel subsets of the Cantor set. These subsets will be denoted by the symbols Ry(n, x) where y belongs to {-1} U ux, x is an element of X" | aY+, and a? is a natural number. We shall say that the point (m, x'), where m E D" and x' e Im, is consistent with the restriction Ry(n, x) or that (m, x') satisfies the condition Ry(n, x), if (am, x') belongs to {Iß : ß < y] or if m E Ry(n, x) whenever (x' I n) I ay+x = x. The set Ry(n, x) will be defined in the y-step of induction. The points of L will be defined in such a way that they will be consistent with the restrictions.
If x E X" | ay, where y < to,, and X < y then put '*(*)
mi{0^j<n:x(j)E{al,axax}}
ii{0<j<n:x(j)E «,<}) *0, 1 otherwise.
We shall split our consideration into three parts. At first we are going to formulate, without proving anything, some conditions which our restrictions are supposed to satisfy. After that we shall prove that the restrictions will ensure that L will not have points of condensation. At the end of this note we shall show how to define the consecutive points of L.
First step of the induction. Write E = X\ a0'\{a° , axa }, and let w be a function w: E -* P, from E onto P, such that for every p E P,, the set w~x(p) is infinite and for every x E E, w(x) E Nr(x). Let us assume that Or.-l) *-,0,*) and Z(w(x)), ifxEE, B(x), if* G {<,,<},
If a/> 1 and x E X" \ ot0 then one can define R_x(n, x) and I_x(x) = (/_, 0(x),... ,I_X "_ x(x)) in such a way that the following conditions hold:
(3r_,) For* G X" | a0 and n > 2, 7_,(x)is an extension of I_x(x \ n -1).
(4r _,) Let us assume that j < n -1, x E X" \ a0, LXJ(x) = p, where p E Py. Then LXJ+x(x) is an extension of p belonging to P/+1, if R_x(j + 1, x \j + 1) is not empty and x(j') is not an element of {a°o, axaJ; and I_x J+X(x) = 0 otherwise.
(5r _, ) Let us assume that x E X"\a0 and for every j < n -1,1_x j(x) = 0. Then /_, n-x(x) is an element of P, if R_x(n -1, x | ai -1) is not empty and x(0) is not an element of {a°o, axao}; and /_,"_,(x) = 0 otherwise. (8r _,) ä_](a/, x) is compact; from our point of view it is important only that R_x(n, x) is a Borel subset of the Cantor set.
(9r_x) Let aï be greater than 1, i < n, x an element of X"~x \ a0, S,(x) = {y E X" | ao : x(j) = y(j\ f°r j < '» and J'(y) = ■*(./ ~~ 1)> f°r7 > '}■ 1^ i1 's consistent with (4r_,) and (5r_,) to assume that there is^0 G S¡(x) and p G Pn such that Lx,"-i(y0) = /?, then the set {y E S,(x) : Fx>"-X(y) -p and a-(^) = r(y0)} is infinite. If y G to, then one can define sets Ry(n, x), Iy(x), for n E N and x G X" | ay+, in such a way that the following conditions hold:
( Iy,n-l(*) = {/r',o(^l«y"+l)---/y".»-l(Xla>"+l)) R/V where y" = sup{A < y : -1 < /x(x) < iy(x)}, if (A < y: -1 < ix(x) < iy(x)} is not empty and y" = -1 otherwise; Iy n_ ,(x) = 0, if none of the above cases hold. (5ry) Suppose that x is an element of X" | ay+x, [x(t -1), x(/)} is not a subset of {ak^':kED, A< y + 1}, for 0 < t < n, Iy,j(x)=P where p is an element of Pf and j < n -1. Then /•+,(*)
is an extension of p belonging to P/+x, if Ry(j + 1, x |y + 1) is not empty, x(y') is not an element of {a°y+l> aly+l) and il is not true tnat> for every k <f> x(k)~\l) is a subset of ay and »T(*) >/; if Jc(^)_1(l) c «y, for k <f and /y(x) >/ then /Y,y+l(JC)= {/y",o(xlay"+l)"--'/y",7+i(xlay"+l)} n P/+l' where y" is defined in the same way as in (4ry); Iyj+ ,(x) = 0, if none of the above cases hold. (8r ) Ry(n, x) is a compact subset of the Cantor set for x E X" \ ay+x.
(%y) U2^n,i<n,xEX"-x\ ay+x, 0 < iy(x) < i -1 then put S,(x) = {y G X" | ay+, : y(j) = x(j) for j < 1, _y(_/) = x(j -1) for /' <y'< n -1 and the set j>(/)"'(1) is finite}. If it is consistent with (3r y), (4ry), and (5r y) to assume that there is y0 E Sj(x) such that Iy,"-X(y0) -p. for j EN and p E P¡, then the set [y E S,(x) : Iy_n-X(y) = p andy \ <xy = y0 \ <xy} is infinite.
Let us assume that 0 < ß < ux, y -(y(n))™=, is an element of A'" such that y(n) is not an element of (a° , axa } and m belongs to M. We shall show that the restrictions Ry(n, x), for x G X" \ ay+x, n E N and y < ß, will ensure that (m, y) will not be a point of condensation of L. If there is a natural number a/ and y < ß such that /\y(A2,(j>|ay+,)|Aî)= 0 then according to the condition attached to /cy(«,(^|ay+1)|«)theset U=MX {/GA-w:(>-|aY+1)|« = (/|ay+1)|n} will have at most a countable intersection with L. Let us assume that for every natural number ai and y < ß the set Ry(n,(y \ ay+x) | ai) is not empty. Then one can show that there exist sequences (p")™=x, (y")^=i and (s")"=I such that Pn^pn> Pn+\\n=Pn> Y"e{-l}U^, s" is a natural number, sn<s"+x and Ryisn'(y I ay"+1) \sn) ™ a subset of Z(p") D B(y I sn). Let p be an element of (NQ(BNX)U such that /» | « = />" for every natural n. The family {Z(p\n)C\ B(y I sn): n E ^} consists of the decreasing sequence of compact nonempty subsets, so n {Z(p\n):nEN} =f(p)EB, by Lemma 4. Then n{B(y\sn):nEN}=(r(y(Q)), r(y(l)),...) = fip) E B.
From the last fact it follows that (m, y) will not be a point of condensation of L because elements of L are chosen from the closed subset P= U({An}XArm:AnG M}ofMXI" = (D"\B) X X" and (m, y) does not belong to P.
We shall show that there are mß E M\{my : y E {-1} U ß} and xß E Xm¡¡ such that Iß = (mß, Xß) is consistent with the defined restrictions.
If ß = -1, then it is enough to put /_, = (m_x, x_x), where m_x is an arbitrary element of M and x_, an element of Xm . Let us assume that ß > 0. In the sequel we shall need the following lemma.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 5. Suppose ß>0 and y = (y(0), y(l)) E X2 \ a0, where y(l) G {a°a/¡, axaß} \ a0 and I_xx(y) = p G P2 D (Nr(y(0)) X Nr(yiX))). Then there is a Borel subset C(y) of the Cantor set such that H(p) C C(y), and for every m in C(y) there is x in Xm satisfying the following conditions: (x \ a0) \ 2 = y and (m, x) is consistent with the restrictions defined in the y-step of the induction, for every y < ß.
The proof of Lemma 6 will appear in [AL3] . It is much more difficult than anything what we were supposed to prove before. In the proof of Lemma 6 we use Lemma 3 and (9ry) for y G {-1} U ß.
If ß = 0 then we do not need Lemma 6. Indeed, if ß -0 then let m0 = (mQ(n))™=Q be an element of M\{m_x] and x0 an element of Xm such that x0(0) G {a°o, a1 }. The point l0 = (m0, x0) is consistent with the restrictions defined in the -1-step of the induction because R_x(n, (x0 \n)\ a0) -B(x0 | ai), for n E N. Let us assume that ß > 0 and p = (p(0), p(l)) be an element of P2. By the definition of w there is x' E E such that w(x') = I_x(x') = p(0) and p(0) E Nr(x.y Put y0 = (x', aka \ a0), where p(l) E Nk. By (9r_,), for n = 2, i = 0, x = akß \ a0 and y0 = (x\ akß \ a0), there is yp E 5,(x) such that a-^q) = r(yp) and I_x<x(yp) = p. By Lemma 5 there exists a Borel subset C(yp) of the Cantor set which contains H(p). Notice that the set K -U (C(y ) : p E P2] is a Borel set, as a countable union of Borel sets, and it contains B because U {//(p) : p E P2} = B. Thus (M\{my: y < ß}) D K ^ 0 because M is not a Borel set. From the last fact it follows that there exists p in P2 such that W = (M\{my : y < ß}) n C(yp) is not empty. Let mß he an element of W. By Lemma 5 we infer that there exists x^ in Xm such that lß -(mß, xß) is consistent with the restrictions defined in the y-step of the induction for y < ß.
